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Current usage suggests that a very loose and general definition of a "portfolio" may be a collection of things related to an individual, or, by extension, to a group of people or corporate entity. This is not the definition of portfolio that is suggested here as useful, but just a background orientation.

A "portfolio item", in the field of education, personal and professional development, may be defined as any of:
	a unit of information structured so that it can be integrated as part of a portfolio;

a unit of information that enables a related object to be integrated as part of a portfolio;
an object relating to the focal person;
which satisfies all these three conditions:
	it must be related to the person at the focus of a portfolio;

it must be valued by the person it relates to;
that person must have relevant rights over it.

E‑portfolio items may be defined as portfolio items which are held electronically.

A portfolio, in the context of education, personal or professional development, may be defined as a particular composition of integrated portfolio items, with a deliberately defined audience and rhetorical purpose.

An e‑portfolio may be defined as a portfolio held and presented electronically.

An e‑portfolio technical system or service may be defined as one which uses information and communication technologies to give people an appropriate range of capabilities, which may be to record, construct, compose, store, retrieve, view, edit, or manage e‑portfolio items, and to present them to or share them with others, whether as e‑portfolios or otherwise. It may also cover non-portfolio items.

An e‑portfolio repository may be defined as a system which stores e‑portfolio items. This can be either localised, or distributed as what could be termed a virtual repository. One or more repositories may be used by an e‑portfolio system or service, and this may include the management of several e‑portfolios.




Further explanatory notes
Throughout, "e‑" is synonymous with "electronic".
For clarity, the definition of "portfolio item" uses a singular person, as that is the most commonly understood example. For completeness, the singular should be read as also covering the plural, and potentially corporate entities.
Portfolio items by themselves do not have to be actually integrated into a portfolio in order to be counted as portfolio items.
“Relevant rights” over a portfolio item must at least include the right to view the item. For a portfolio system to be useful, the person needs to have rights to edit or to make available to others over a substantial number of items.
Of the definitions above, the definition of "portfolio" seems the most subject to ongoing debate. Further subdivision may also be possible, either defining different kinds of portfolio, or giving criteria for a portfolio to be good or useful. Where different kinds of portfolio are defined, it is expected that any particular definition will suit the purpose and context of use.
A particular e‑portfolio repository or technical system may be designed to store e‑portfolio items for a particular audience and rhetorical purpose. As such it could be said to hold, or manage, a particular e‑portfolio. As clear a distinction as possible should be made and maintained between the collection itself - the e‑portfolio - and the system or service which holds or manages it.
The complete collection of a person's e‑portfolio items could conceivably be regarded as an e‑portfolio whose audience is that same person and whose purpose is documentation and reflection. To avoid confusion due to the different nature of e‑portfolios for other audiences and purposes, it would be better not to use the term e‑portfolio by itself in this sense, but instead, a term such as "e‑portfolio base".
People engaged with learning systems or environments typically produce and use portfolio items. E‑learning can allow the production and use of e‑portfolio items directly. Similarly, other services such as personal or professional development may facilitate the production, use, or management of e‑portfolio items. These, and other systems connected to learning or development, may use e‑portfolio services.
One of the benefits of effective e‑portfolio technology is to facilitate the management and reuse of e‑portfolio items, allowing people to use e‑portfolio items for learning, development, and career purposes, with minimal time and effort wasted on unfruitful administrative and clerical tasks.
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